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As mentioned in Part One, the Martin XPB2M-1R began to
compile an enviable record for reliability as it hauled cargo
and personnel in prodigious quantities across vast stretches
of the Pacific. Rarely has a single prototype aircraft

achieved such success without a follow-on order for more examples.
Even though the type’s original concept as a long-range heavy
patrol bomber had been eclipsed by a rapidly changing war front,
the military needed large, efficient transport aircraft to keep the
combat zone constantly moving closer and closer to the Home
Islands of Japan.

The Douglas C-54/R5D Skymaster series of four-engine trans-
ports was also beginning to compile a sterling record and examples
were pouring out of multiple factories. On the Pacific Islands, the
Seabees were building airfields at an unprecedented rate — fields
that could handle everything from single-engine fighters to the
largest multi-engine transports. As discussed in Part One, the lack of
major airfields made the flying boat an extremely attractive proposi-
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The hull of the first Hawaii Mars undergoing final assembly at the
Middle River plant on 20 February 1945. (Charles J. Cignatta)

Work underway on the massive center section of the Mars wing.
Note the Mariners under construction at top left. 

(Charles J. Cignatta)

Closely shadowed by a Piasecki HUP-3 based at NAS Alameda,
the crew of Marianas Mars has the power coming up on the four
R-3350 radials as the aircraft begins its takeoff run.

tion to the US Navy but interest began to decrease as more
and more airfields were completed on the long road to Japan.

This did not mean that interest in flying boats went away
— far from it. Consolidated Catalinas would fight from the
first day to the war to the last while the newer Martin PBM
Mariners were offering the Navy a greatly improved patrol
bomber. Glenn L. Martin saw his factories producing
unprecedented numbers of warplanes including the B-26
Marauder and the Mariner, but in his heart he still held a
burning desire to construct bigger and better flying boats.

In late 1943 and early 1944, Martin continued discussions
with officials from the Bureau of Aeronautics about how the
war was being conducted and how the aviation industry
could aid in the ultimate victory over Japan. The Bureau was
pleased with the Mariner and this gave Martin an opening to
press forward with his latest idea — a new and improved
variant of the Mars.

Even though the name remained the same, the new


